STATUES ON THE WALL:
THE REPRESENTATION OF STATUARY IN
ROMAN WALL PAINTING

Eric M. Moormann

Vermutlich mindestens ebenso wichtig sind jedoch die Möglichkeiten der Malerei, mit Realitätsebenen zu spielen: die gemalte Statue erscheint lebendig, die gemalte Person statuarisch, ob es sich um eine Statue oder eine lebendige Figur handelt, bleibt offen. Probably, the possibilities that painting has to play with the levels of realism are important as well: the painted statue looks alive, the painted person statuesque, whether it is a statue or a living figure remains uncertain.¹

INTRODUCTION

Roman wall paintings frequently show images of works of art, precious objects, and statues. Some of them may be copies after famous examples of previous periods, most of which we know only from written sources, but the greater part of these frescos originated from the painters’ own fantasy. One might ask whether the painter had the same concept of a statue when making his murals as the consumer had when ordering a real or a painted statue for his house. Like a writer in his ekphrasis (description, often used as a rhetorical depiction of art work), a painter had great freedom in rendering his sculpture, as he was free from the obstacles faced regularly by sculptors, such as stability, dimension, and materiality.²

² In general, the “realism” of Roman painting must not be taken too literally. See Rolf A. Tybout, Aedificiorum figuras: Untersuchungen zu den Architekturdarstellungen
To date, my research has focused on statues represented in Roman wall paintings, which could serve as sources for our understanding of classical sculpture. The work has been based on the notion that Roman wall painting had a highly imitative character. This means that, from the earliest traces in the so-called First Style wall painting onwards, decorators suggested the presence of real objects on the walls. These were precious marble blocks or wall revetments, jewel boxes, incense burners, glasses full of fruit, or living men and animals. All sorts of material items that surrounded people in daily life could be inserted into structural, wall-composing, and wall-dividing schemes. The criteria for recognizing figures in wall paintings as sculpture are as follows:

1) figures that are set and function within architectural structures, like *acroteria* (statues or ornaments placed at the apex and the ends of pediments) and caryatids (draped female figures substituted for columns) (fig. 1);
2) figures that are mounted on pedestals and consoles (fig. 2);
3) shapes that are statuesque *sui generis*, e.g., herms (fig. 4);
4) figures that are obviously or probably reproductions from well-known types (figs. 3, 5);


5) figures’ color, polychromy, whiteness, and imitation of material (fig. 1);
6) statues that are inserted into figurative scenes (mythological scenes, landscapes, gardens) (figs. 4, 5).

Some examples may illustrate these categories. In particular, the architectonically composed façades of the early and middle first century B.C.E. and those of the second half of the first century C.E. show statues. A striking case is that of a façade in the lunette of a wall in the Sarno Baths at Pompeii, painted in the third quarter of the first century C.E. (fig. 1). Here two white figures occupy large vertical bands flanking a panel with a seated, statuesque deity. They stand on top of the cornice of a panel with sea creatures below and support small blocks under the circular frame of the lunette. Statues on pedestals are present in several contexts, especially in a sort of gallery in front of smooth panels, as in the small room 4 of the Villa of the Mysteries, dated to the years 70–60 B.C.E. (fig. 2). Figures standing on consoles are frequently featured as vignettes on panel decorations in the first century C.E. The repertoire is limited to Erotes, Muses (here fig. 2 and those in the House of Syricus at Pompeii) and nude warriors. As early as the sixth century B.C.E., Greek architects used human figures as supports in their buildings. Painters had even fewer problems inserting caryatids and telamons (a figure of a man used as a supporting pillar or pilaster) into their painted

6 As to the category of nude warriors, Volker Michael Stocka recently proposed that these figures be seen as reflections of the emperor Nero’s rather classicizing taste; according to Stocka, they should evoke the acquisition and production of numerous statues that echo the famous Doryphorus, or Spear-Bearer, made by the fifth-century B.C.E. sculptor Polyclitus, and similar sculptural types produced during his era; see Volker Michael Stocka, “Neros Statuenraub für die Domus Aurea: Zeitgenössische Reflexe,” in Neroniana VI: Rome à l’époque neronienne (ed. Jean-Michel Croisille and Yves Perrin; Bruxelles: Latomus, 2002), 35–45, pls. 4–10. However, it is not easy to argue for a special interest in this specific sculptural type of the Doryphorus only in this period, and it is also not clear that these murals date to the era of Nero (which Stocka notes).
constructions. A clear example is the portico composed of herms with their upper parts shaped as human bodies and with the heads of Dionysiac creatures in the House of the Cryptoporticus at Pompeii, adorned in this way in the middle of the first century B.C.E. These figures support an *epistylium*, i.e., the lintel-like feature that forms the roof of a colonnade. Behind the figures garlands are suspended.

Furthermore, famous statues known only from literary sources are sometimes recognizable in paintings. In addition to the previously noted paintings of the Doryphorus and the like, another example may be seen in three reproductions of the Hermes of Olympia. Two other, rather curious derivations are the examples of representations of *paideia* (learning) from the so-called Basilica at Herculaneum. Living couples of Achilles and Chiron (fig. 3) and Marsyas and Olympus are eternalized during music lessons; at the same moment the pairs are affectively embraced in a sort of pedagogic erotic gesture. Their background shows the marble incrustation of an opulent building, which is unnatural for these persons, who are more usually associated with nature. This background, therefore, betrays the very nature of the couples as sculptural groups, probably those that stood in the Saepta in Rome until that complex burnt down in 80 C.E.  

The last instance of this category of reproductions of famous statues pertains to the famous motif of the embracing three Graces, which was invented in the Hellenistic era. There are reflections in both three-dimensional and relief sculpture, mosaic, and painting. Here the question of which medium was first cannot be solved at all, and, with Bettina Bergmann, one may conclude: “Slipping between one context and another, one medium and another, different scales and audiences, today there is no original ‘Three Graces,’ only subtle examples of *aemulatio* that celebrate *techne.*”

---

7 One is painted in a niche in the House of the Ship (VI 10, 11, room 16); two are shown as satyrs in the House of the Gilded Cupids (VI 16, 7, room F), and Villa Imperiale, portico C; see Moormann, *La pittura*, 181, cat. 207.2; 186, cat. 220.1; 222, cat. 305.2.

8 The Achilles and Chiron group is present as painted versions of three-dimensional white statues in the House of the Wounded Adonis and appears in relief on sarcophagi; see Moormann, *La pittura*, 170, cat. 198–9.

9 Bettina Bergmann, “Greek Masterpieces and Roman Recreative Fictions,” *HSCP* 97 (1995): 79–120, quotation from p. 98. Think also of the sexually aroused
In contrast to the *paideia* groups from Herculaneum are those representations in which a human figure has an unnatural color. For example, the depiction of the Aphrodite in the genre scene of Erotes working in a silver workshop in the House of the Vettius Brothers at Pompeii is whitish and clearly suggests that the statue is made of silver.\(^\text{10}\) Sometimes these figures are green or red and imitate bronze statues. In garden paintings, they are white, both to contrast with the plants and to imitate the stone or marble of which they are made.

As to depictions of statues in the numerous figural scenes, instances occur in many genres but principally in landscapes and mythological scenes: people giving offerings to a god in a rural sanctuary, Helen grasping the brown wooden *palladium* (a guardian statue and symbol of the *salus publica*, the well-being of the people) on the Acropolis of Troy, the green bronze Athena in the scene of Theseus and the Minotaur from the Villa Imperiale at Pompeii, and so on.\(^\text{11}\) It is almost immediately clear that the sculptural nature of such figures is emphasized by the same means we have identified above.

One of the most controversial aspects of my work on depictions of statuary in Roman painting was what was seen as the one-to-one comparison between painted and three-dimensional sculpture.\(^\text{12}\)


\(^{10}\) Moormann, *La pittura*, 185, cat. 217.9.


Therefore, in the following I will concentrate on two aspects of these “statues on the walls”: first the degree of imitation and realism and second the presence and/or absence of typically Roman items.

PAINTING AND WRITING

One of the themes addressed in this volume is the relationship between statuary (and in my case, painted reproductions or evocations of statues) and literature. Mural paintings seldom are the subject of literary descriptions in antiquity. Some paragraphs in the seventh book of Vitruvius’s *De architectura* discuss the development of the forms used and include a strong criticism of the fashion of his own days, the 30s and 20s B.C.E. Furthermore this work describes technical matters about stucco composition and layers. Other writers describe and evoke panel painting (*pinakes*), developed in the Greek world, and the figural wall paintings of the fifth-century B.C.E. Polygnotus and Mikon in the Lesche of the Cnidians at Delphi or the Stoa Poikile in the Athenian Agora. These evocations — for instance, by Pliny in the first century C.E. and Pausanias a century or so later — recall an idealized past when beautiful works of art were produced. Pliny is most concerned with likeness, evident particularly in his anecdotes about Apelles’s use of beautiful women as a model for his Artemis or the...


birds who pecked at the wooden panel of Zeuxis's still life of fruit, mistaking art for life. These stories appealed greatly to Roman aesthetic values. They are similar to those about “living” sculptures, of which some examples will be discussed below.

Nevertheless, there might be some form of correspondence between writers and painters, as was pointed out recently by Andreas Grüner for the first century B.C.E. He makes clear that the formal language and contents of literature and paintings alike changed in the same way during that period. Painters and writers apparently made use of similar fashionable topics and give evidence of a transition from “baroque” to “classical” forms in the age of Emperor Augustus at the end of the century. As was mentioned briefly at the beginning of this article, painters of mural decorations were more bound to fashionable schemes than to likeness. They incorporated suggestions or imitations of precious objects freely, working from their memory and using the objects around them. The same could also be true for the authors of poetry.

To come back to painting, this implies that depicted sculptures belong to the realm that mural paintings were meant to evoke, that of *tryphē* (softness, delicacy), luxury, pomp, palatial atmosphere, and Dionysiac *otium* (leisure). The practice of imitating sculpture, therefore, principally highlights the down-to-earth nature of Dionysiac genre sculpture, so popular as decoration of gardens and peristyles and at hand in precious and cheap variations throughout the Hellenistic and Roman world. The real world of living, working, and


17 This was true for statuary in the private sphere as well; see Stewart, *Statues*, 249–59. I do not fully agree with Bettina Bergmann when she comments on the artist of the Villa della Farnesina: “The illusionist of the Villa Farnesina... simulated in order to transfer statues from public into private”; see Bergmann, “Greek Masterpieces,” 106. There is no link between sculpture in the public domain and that on private walls, unless she is referring to the evocation of Greek masterworks,
worshipping, hence, is limited — as we will see — to *lararia* (shrines to household deities), façade paintings, and (rare) depictions of working practice. One example may be found in the representations of the forum of Pompeii originally installed in the small atrium of the hotel of Julia Felix at Pompeii and now residing in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale at Naples (fig. 5). These are the only examples that represent equestrian statues from the public domain within the domestic sphere, and in this case it seems that a more or less one-to-one imitation was intended.  

Writers have another agenda to consider. Orators like Cicero (106–43 B.C.E.) and Quintilian (ca. 35–90 C.E.) make comparisons between rhetoric and sculpture when they discuss the *art* of speaking and instruct the reader on the *artistry* of genre or rhetoric. The comparisons they make are restricted to *opera nobilia* — that is, to real works of art by known artists, like the famous sculptors Polyclitus and Praxiteles. Rhetoric is a variation of art but may also be considered *opera nobilia*, albeit an oral variety.

**Painting and Sculpture**

Peter Stewart recently published a fascinating study on the “statuesque” in Roman culture, addressing the following questions: which factors determine the sculptural character, why are statues ubiquitous, and what do they represent in Roman society?  

Stewart not only takes into consideration real, three-dimensional statues but also looks at the depictions of statues on coins, on finger rings, and in wall paintings. In his opinion painted statues correspond with true statuary in the real world because they are as frequent and ubiquitous as those in public and private space. Some high-quality Second Style paintings, where the “realm of the gods” is tangible, include the images of realistically figured shrines whose cult statues could be venerated like real statues.

exposed in public collection; but even then there is little correspondence between real and painted statuary in this complex. For painted statues in this villa, see Moor-mann, *La pittura*, 233–6.


19 Stewart, *Statues*.

20 Ibid., 215.
He supports his argument by showing an opulent painted façade from the mid-first-century B.C.E. villa at Boscoreale (just north of Pompeii), and indeed the Villa of the Mysteries at Pompeii and the so-called Villa of Poppaea at Oplontis (also in the vicinity of Pompeii) provide similar examples.\(^{21}\) In the later stages of this style, ca. the 40s–30s B.C.E., this realism is not as clear; according to Stewart, the wall painting cut out of a house in the Insula Orientalis that shows a \textit{tholos} (round structure) with a silver or bright marble Aphrodite makes less sense as a “real” statue to the worshipper.\(^{22}\) This variant of the Second Style expresses a reduction of the materiality of statues in painting. However, mythological and garden landscapes of the Third and Fourth Styles show larger statues, which more or less function as participants in the scenes. Still during the Fourth Style larger figures are inserted into the architectural schemes and either form part of these structures or are positioned in a visible place on pedestals or consoles (Stewart does not mention the latter two groups). None of these figures is religious, which might be different for garden sculptures. Thanks to their larger format, the figures again belong to the ubiquitous “statuesque.”

I would argue instead that the statues within the painted architectures are as unrealistic as the architectural schemes and belong to the “picturesque” rather than Stewart’s “statuesque.” These figures, therefore, do not represent sculptural devices \textit{stricto sensu} but belong to the painter’s world. The painter has his schemes ready, picks elements out of them, and concocts a new ensemble on the wall on which he is working. To the painter, statues are a compositional item only, not a primary subject. This is true for the depictions of architecture as well; these do not reflect any building in the real world but allude to a desire for shaping a fictional world, with columns, bases, architraves, niches, and porches, in which sculptural elements play their role. The garden paintings, on the other hand, reflect the common practice of domestic gardens — painters saw plants combined with statues in

\(^{21}\) Ibid., 217–9.

every house and enlarged and enriched such a setting by depicting the same elements; fountain basins were also added to the aforementioned elements.23

**How True Is a (Painted) Copy to the “Original”?**

Before we discuss the relationship of painted statues to real ones, it is important to address the issue of Roman “copying” in three-dimensional statuary. The discussion about the relationship between (lost) Greek originals and Roman copies or adaptations of these famous statues has changed during recent years from the old method of *Kopienkritik* (i.e., the association of Roman period sculptures with earlier Greek and Hellenistic masterpieces on the basis of comparable aspects and literary evidence) into a debate about the question of whether such copies really existed and to what degree Roman classicizing statues could satisfy the demand of the originals.24 Today there exists a high degree of skepticism regarding the reliability of Roman pieces for the reconstruction of lost Greek statuary. In general, it is now assumed that Roman sculptors normally did not produce one-to-one copies, despite the evidence for such a practice in the fragments of gypsum casts from Baiae on the Bay of Naples.25 Fewer and fewer of the lost Greek masterpieces, positively identified and reconstructed on the basis of Roman statues by Adolf Furtwängler and his mainly German successors, are wholeheartedly accepted.26 The trend now is to view

---


Roman sculptures as genuine products of a classicizing taste, more or less reflecting Greek works of art. If Miranda Marvin is correct, “copying” was much less obvious than we have hitherto assumed, but this does not mean that we ought to disclaim all attributions or associations of Roman “copies” with Greek originals.27

When we turn to the reflections of ancient sculptures in media other than statuary itself, the question becomes still more problematic. Regarding the two-dimensional reproductions — if I may use this term — there are many problems concerning the translation from three- to two-dimensional images. These issues have been tackled for images of statues reproduced on Greek vases, Roman coins, and Roman gems, and these discussions pertain to wall painting as well.28 Stewart argues: “The makers of lamp-decoration, coin-dies, and wall-paintings, and artists in all different media, were obliged more than writers to make (perhaps subconscious) decisions about the manner in which statuary were depicted.”29 All artists and artisans worked with stock figures and models, whether for whole figures or parts, or for attitudes and iconography according to the notion of *schēma* (form, shape, outward appearance) or *forma* (the Latin equivalent).30 Painters probably felt less tied to examples from the “Great Arts,” and the insertion of works of art like statues formed part of a general desire to evoke *copia* — i.e., a painter’s wealth and abundance. Therefore, we may conclude that the statues in paintings were not necessarily one-to-one imitations, though this did not prevent painters from choosing determinate types.

A look at some examples may illustrate these observations. The Hermes of Olympia is reproduced three times, once independently, standing within a niche in the upper zone of the wall, and twice as a

27 Marvin, “Roman Sculpture.”
29 Stewart, *Statues*, 221.
30 Ibid., 231–49, with terminology on p. 237.
support of a thin column, balancing with one foot on an equally thin pillar. This manner of depiction clearly does not correspond to the display of such an *opus nobile* in its original or even in its secondary context (as a “copy”). Were these insertions meant to be *capricci* (caprices)? In a way, the answer is yes. Statuary literally lost its gravity and lofty position when reproduced on the wall. This is certainly related to the fact that the painter was much freer than the sculptor, not being hindered by the statics (distribution of weights required for equilibrium) of the object. Moreover, the painted statues were deprived of the sacred function that they held in their original context in Olympia. Thus, these copies functioned as nothing more than decorative elements.

Another aspect that distinguishes the painter from the sculptor is that the former need not bother with the scale of his “reproduction.” In practice, there are almost no life-size figures in Roman wall painting (except for the aforementioned category of *megalographiae* of the first century B.C.E.), and painted statues are no exception to this rule. In architectonic structures, statues are mostly tiny (cf. fig. 1) or vignettelike when we look at the figures standing on pedestals (fig. 2). They form one of the many composite elements of the overall painting and do not deserve any special status in that context. As to garden paintings (fig. 4), the dimensions correspond with those of the floral and faunal elements; i.e., they are full scale within the realm they populate. The small-scale painted statues correspond to those three-dimensional pieces displayed in the private realm, which are also mostly smaller than the statues exposed in public and religious contexts. This small scale also underscores the lack of religious character in comparison with the original works.

Finally, wall painters who decorated houses did not have to cope with political messages when working in the private realm. The house reflected the status — and therefore the political importance — of the *patronus* (owner or head of the household), but its floor and wall decorations remained devoid of truly political elements. One has only to

---

31 Niche: House of the Ship, VI 10, 11, room 16; as satyrs: House of the Gilded Cupids, VI 16, 7, room F; and Villa Imperiale, portico C; see Moormann, *La pittura*, 181, cat. 207.2; 186, cat. 220.1; 222, cat. 305.2.


33 Timothy Peter Wiseman demonstrated that there are other means to express the political impact of the *patronus*; see “Conspicui postes tectaque diga deo: The Public
go through one of the modern manuals on Roman painting to observe the absence of truly Roman topics and mythological images and the domination of Dionysus and Venus in the figurative realm.\textsuperscript{34} Even in the debates on the so-called \textit{megalographia} of Boscoreale, frequently interpreted as a historical and/or political sequence of scenes, there still remain strong doubts about its supposed values and messages.\textsuperscript{35}

**Pygmalion's Dreams on the Walls**

One of the \textit{capricci} that these painters could express was the degree of liveliness in their figures. Thus, we see “living” figures transformed into herms and supporting cornices, as in the cryptoporticus of the house named after that gallery at Pompeii and in the garden painting of the House of the Golden Bracelet (fig. 4). Painters upheld the great tradition of the famous Apelles, Zeuxis, and Nikias. According to Pliny and other authors, these artists were known for their \textit{trompe l'oeil} — i.e., their skill in tricking the eye with the impression that painted fruit was in fact edible, that painted birds could fly away, and that the viewer could remove a curtain to see what was hidden behind. Unfortunately we do not have examples of this kind in the extant paintings, but mosaics showing the motif of the “unswept room,” the so-called \textit{asarotos oikos}, come close to this notion.\textsuperscript{36}
Looking at the happy Dionysiac figures in the small room 4 of the Villa of the Mysteries at Pompeii, one immediately confronts the paradox of real sculpture versus painted statuary. Dionysus, accompanied by a satyr, a dancing satyr, and a Muse with a scroll, are standing on pedestals in front of a wall revetment of red slabs (fig. 2). They announce the Dionysiac realm that dominates the hall next-door. Because of the pedestals, the figures must be read as statues, forming a small gallery of sculptures exposed in the tiny cubiculum next to the room with the “Mystery” paintings. However, at the same time these painted statues are as living as those moving figures, whereas the “Mysteries” people — as Burkhard Wesenberg once pointed out — in effect fail to live and instead look like the wax figures created by a modern artist such as Duane Hanson.

Every onlooker has to make up his mind about what is real and what is not. This is true here but also in three-dimensional sculpture. The history of ancient sculpture as seen through the eyes of the ancient authors, probably evoking thoughts of their own kinsmen, abounds with examples that evoke the reaction of being startled by the veracity of sculptural depictions. The legendary artists Hephaestus and Daedalus were said to have formed figures out of clay and metal...
that were capable of life and came to life on their own or as *automata* (machines that could move; predecessors to robots). In fact, there are ample literary examples of “living” statues or statues so realistic that they were thought to be alive.

The first example represents the portrait of a living person, who, in this form, will remain present among his admirers. The text about this statue is found in a recently published papyrus in Milan containing a series of epigrams attributed to Posidippus of Pella (ca. 310–240 B.C.E.). One section is dedicated to *andriantohipoiika* and contains the description of the portrait of the Alexandrian librarian Philitas:

This bronze, similar to Philitas in all aspects, Hecataeus accurately moulded it down to the tip of the toes, following the human [measures] in height and body and without instilling anything from the image of heroes. In fact with all his skill he portrayed the old perfectionist by adhering to the canon of truth. He looks like one on the point of speaking, embellished with such character, [alive], although the old man is of bronze.40

Hecataeus probably worked in the style of the highly admired Lysippus, the former court artist of Alexander the Great, and rendered the old philosopher vividly. The bronze portrait must have matched the representation of intellectuals from the late classical period onwards.41 The open mouth is on the point of speaking or at least breathing. The

---


man is old, like all intellectuals portrayed in sculpture, and lacks the idealized physiognomy of heroes. In sum, the statue seems to be the living Philitas himself.\textsuperscript{42}

The Romans were fond of stories about statues that they possessed, which were like inspired beings. A famous instance is the feature of the so-called frozen movement found in the statues of the Athenian sculptor Myron; he was capable of representing a figure in motion as if he or she were caught in a single film frame. The only examples of Myron’s work that we know, albeit in Roman marble adaptations, are the \textit{Diskobolus} (the Discus Thrower) and the Athena and Marsyas Group, of which various marble copies exist.\textsuperscript{43} In the numerous testimonies about this mid-fifth-century B.C.E. sculptor, however, his heifer, displayed from the late first century C.E. onwards in the Temple of Peace at Rome (though now lost), was regarded as the absolute highlight of his skill.\textsuperscript{44} There are numerous epigrams focused on this piece in the ninth book of the \textit{Anthologia Palatina}.\textsuperscript{45} In two of the epigrams a peasant thinks that he can use the animal for his farm work, but the beast turns out to be Myron’s statue.\textsuperscript{46} The heifer was remembered by Ovid, the first time in a Roman setting, around the beginning of the Common Era: “Like the heifer, a work of Myron, looking like a real one.”\textsuperscript{47} The unknown author of the first-century C.E. \textit{Aetna} boasted that the Greek paintings and statues had “fixed eyes,” while “the glory of Myron is now living.”\textsuperscript{48} Among Ausonius’s late antique


\textsuperscript{43} Most recently, see Carol Mattusch, “In Search of the Greek Bronze Original,” in \textit{The Ancient Art of Emulation}, 99–115, esp. 101–6, figs. 5.2–5.3.

\textsuperscript{44} Procopius, \textit{De bello Goth.} 4.21; Muller-Defeu, \textit{La sculpture}, no. 725.


\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Anth. pal.} 9.732, 742; Muller-Defeu, \textit{La sculpture}, nos. 738–9; Overbeck, \textit{Die antiken}, nos. 566 and 565.

\textsuperscript{47} \textit{Ep. ex Ponto} 4.1.34.

\textsuperscript{48} \textit{Aetna} vs. 592–3. Muller-Defeu, \textit{La sculpture}, no. 763; Overbeck, \textit{Die antiken}, no. 590 (here attributed to Lucilius Junior, a friend of Seneca).
epigrams, eleven pieces are dedicated to Myron’s animal. The following epitomizes several aspects:

Daedalus, why waist energy in a senseless art?  
Rather put me in the place of the enclosed Pasiphae.  
If you want to deceive a real cow, Daedalus,  
The cow of Myron will be for you the living example.

To this we may add a recently discovered poem among the aforementioned epigrams of Posidippus. Dating to the early third century B.C.E., it is the oldest source that mentions this work of art:

[To the ox herd, lo,] the cow seemed worthy to pull the plough  
[...........] and very profitable.  
[But when he stretched] his hand, he unexpectedly saw a cunning trick,  
[that it was not a real cow], but Myron’s own artefact.

Propertius mentions four heifers by Myron that were exposed in the portico of the Temple of Apollo Actiacus on the Palatine in Rome:

And around the altar stood the herds of Myron,  
four artificial cows, living statues.

Another example is the Zeus at Olympia by the famous sculptor Pheidias, which was believed to move his eyebrows like the Zeus of Homer. The Elder Seneca even hinted at the problem of the invisibility of the gods for the artist: “The artist has not seen Jupiter, but he made him thundering. Neither Minerva stood before his eyes, and nevertheless he invented and made the gods with that art.”

50 Ibid. 60; Muller-Defeu, *La sculpture*, no. 765; Overbeck, *Die antiken*, no. 591. Translation by author.  
52 Propertius, *Elegiae* 2.31.7; Muller-Defeu, *La sculpture*, no. 766; Overbeck, *Die antiken*, no. 592.  
53 E.g., Muller-Defeu, *La sculpture*, nos. 873 (Strabo, *Geogr.* 8.353), 877 (Dio Chrysostomos, *Dei cogn.* 25.383), and 885 (Dio Chrysostomos, *Diffid.* 412, where the author tries to evoke a statue as lively as that of Pheidias); Overbeck, *Die antiken*, nos. 698, 705, and 712.  
Finally, *agalmatophilia* (attraction to statues) sometimes led to strange behavior.55 The most famous example of an erotic attraction to statues is the Aphrodite of Cnidus, whose beauty enticed a young man to make love with her. And let us not forget Pygmalion, who fell in love with his own just-produced maiden of clay. Another case of statue-love was the sculpture of a boy by Strongylion, found irresistible by Brutus, who made the statue his lover.56

**PAINTERS AS IMITATORS**

In his *Venus ordinis*, Grüner demonstrates that painters and poets alike were *mimētai* (imitators). At the same time the literary and painted works show a tendency towards escape from the realm of *negotium* (work, business, and politics) for the realm of *otium* (leisure). Reality, in that atmosphere, is less compulsory.57 Unnatural forms and diversion dominate, especially in the late first century B.C.E.58 A good example is found in the aforementioned herms in the House of the Cryptoporicus, which on the one hand seem to represent real, living people but also evoke statues, evident in their lower parts and their function as supporting pillars. The *ratio veritatis* (respect for realism) diminishes and monstra (monstrous/unreal or unrealistic things) come into vogue.

Vitruvius, the author of the treatise on architecture who wrote in the time of Augustus during the first century B.C.E., criticized these painted *monstra* precisely because their subjects did not exist in life and therefore could not exist in painting.59 But an artist also had the task of *delectare* (to delight and divert), and the increasing complexity of the structures painted on the walls corresponds with that notion.60 Therefore, even the house of Vitruvius’s emperor Augustus was full of these unnatural forms. One might even argue that Vitruvius paved the

58 Ibid., 116–7.
59 Vitruvius, *De architect. 7.5.3*; Grüner, *Venus ordinis*, 53.
60 Grüner, *Venus ordinis*, 70.
way for the development of the classicizing Augustan style at the end of the first century B.C.E.\textsuperscript{61}

Another clear case of this sort of painting that includes “dubious” architecture is found in the caryatids of the early Augustan paintings of the Villa della Farnesina at Rome and those in the late Augustan murals in the Villa Imperiale at Pompeii. These figures barely support an entablature, and, in that sense, they are “impossible” elements in their architectonic setting.\textsuperscript{62} They lack the \textit{pondus} (weight, mass) that their sculptural sisters in the Forum of Augustus display. As to the Farnesina examples, Grüner points at the erring eye of the viewer and the lack of statics. The walls form \textit{capricci} in the way contemporary esoteric poetry does, and therefore we grasp their charm.\textsuperscript{63} This lack of weight also characterizes the two depictions of the Hermes of Olympia in Third Style murals discussed above.

Striking examples of living statues can be observed in garden paintings, a genre that became fashionable in the early first century C.E. The splendid frescoes of a garden room from the House of the Golden Bracelet at Pompeii (fig. 4) show a garden against a Mediterranean azure sky. Birds and plants are rendered realistically and are recognizable.\textsuperscript{64} The sculpture consists of fountain basins and herms supporting small reliefs. If one takes a closer look at the upper parts of these herms, one sees the realistic, jolly faces of satyrs, and one of the reliefs supported by their heads has the depiction of a sleeping maenad. The painter depicts the combination of a civilized, city garden with neatly planted shrubs, trees, and flowers and the “animalesque” Dionysiac figures that populate the real Arcadia, which is evoked simultaneously in this room. He transports us into a realm that we normally cannot grasp. The painting evokes the statues of the Barberini Faun and the Drunken old women once displayed in gardens of Hellenistic

\textsuperscript{61} Ibid., 249.
\textsuperscript{62} See the remarks in ibid., 199, 203–4.
\textsuperscript{63} Ibid., 224–5, 229.
\textsuperscript{64} On the Casa del Bracciale d’Oro, see Centro mostre di Firenze, \textit{Il giardino dipinto nella casa del bracciale d’oro a Pompei e il suo restauro} (Florence: Università Internazionale dell’Arte, 1991); idem, \textit{Rediscovering Pompeii} (Rome: Bretschneider, 1990), cat. 163; Moormann, \textit{La pittura}, no. 262 (herm with relief); Eric M. Moormann, “Giardini ed altre pitture nella casa del frutteto e nella casa del bracciale d’oro a Pompei,” \textit{Mededelingen van het Nederlands Instituut te Rome} 54 (1995): 214–28. See also Settis, \textit{Le pareti}. 
Alexandria — the real world juxtaposed with semidivine satyrs. Although humans are not able to see the latter in reality, they can now view them in these Roman wall paintings.\(^{65}\)

**Roman Themes — Present or Absent**

Whereas most painted sculpture belongs to the Greco-Hellenistic realm of Dionysus, Aphrodite, and some of the Olympian gods, and includes the idyllic and rustic figures of satyrs, maenads, Pan, and the fertility god Priapus, some rather “Roman” categories of sculpture known from three-dimensional examples are conspicuously absent:

1) historical scenes in (imitation of) commemorative relief or statuary,
2) portraits in the shape of three-dimensional busts or full statues,\(^{66}\)
3) typically Roman gods (except for those in painted *lararia*).

The dearth of these categories is a simple matter of function and environment. The Roman topics embodied in these categories had an important public function. This sort of statuary was ubiquitous and reminded people of the representation and glory of the state and of public life. It is not only in murals of the private sphere where we observe the absence of these types of public statement; three-dimensional statues of this type are also absent from the domestic realm. This, again, corresponds with the private character of domestic decoration.

The only category of Roman themes that appears in Roman mural painting is the painting of statues in household shrines (*lararia*).\(^{67}\)

---


\(^{66}\) Compare Stewart, *Statues*, 258–9. *Imagines clipeatae*, possibly reflecting portraits, are present in some Vesuvian residences, like the atria of the Villa of Oplontis and the Casa del Bell’Impuio at Pompeii. Compare Moormann, *La pittura*, 77; for equestrian statues, see fig. 5.

\(^{67}\) George K. Boyce, *Corpus of the Lararia at Pompeii* (Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome 14; Rome: American Academy in Rome, 1937); David Gerald Orr, “Roman Domestic Religion: A Study of the Roman Household Deities and Their Shrines at Pompeii and Herculaneum” (Ph.D. diss., University of Maryland,
Indeed, all detailed and cursory discussions of these painted representations recognize their strong resemblance to three-dimensional statuettes found in real lararia. Lararia belonged to the private sphere and, in that sense, occupied the same realm as mural paintings. The repertoire of gods living in these household shrines was limited and especially dominated by Lares and Genii, who were represented in standard forms. Painted lararia did not differ from built-in or free-standing aediculae (small shrines) in which real bronze statuettes of the tutelary gods were displayed. Some of these small domestic shrines even had a double set of household gods, one in painted and the other in three-dimensional form. In the sphere of domestic religion, lararia of all forms served the same purpose. Therefore, painters creating a painted lararium followed the form and function of the three-dimensional examples. Apparently the parameters for this category of shrines were fixed.

A SINGLE EXAMPLE OF PAINTED STATUES FROM THE NEAR EAST

So far in this study, no painted statuary has been mentioned from the region that is central to the current book, the Roman Near East. Indeed, very few examples of paintings that include sculptural motifs have been preserved from this region, even in rich findspots like Ephesus, Zeugma (both in modern Turkey), and the Herodian palaces in Israel. The paintings of Pompeii, however, may serve as...
a representative sample for the *koinē* of the late Hellenistic and Roman periods, because in other respects paintings elsewhere match those from the cities buried by Vesuvius in 79 C.E. Thus, many of the remarks made above might be true for other areas as well.

For example, the genre of *lararium* paintings has a counterpart in late antique Dura-Europos, and Susan Downey has discussed the paintings from the Temple of Bel thoroughly in this volume. On one of these murals, soldiers from the XX Palmyrene Cohort are worshiping five gods: in the upper left corner, the three Palmyrene gods ‘Aglibol, Jarhibol, and Baalshamin or Arsu, and below these figures, the personifications of Palmyra and Dura-Europos. The three military gods are depicted as statuettes, standing on round pedestals, while the two Tychae, or city-goddesses, beneath the threesome record a well-known sculptural type, that of the Tyche of Antioch by the Sicilian sculptor Eutychides, who was active ca. 330–290 B.C.E (Downey, fig. 9). The meticulous depiction of the pedestals on which these figures stand, with a concave profile, recalls bronze statuettes of divinities known from all over the ancient world, dedicated in sanctuaries and venerated in homes as well. The painter wanted to render the scene in a realistic manner, according to the taste of Late Antiquity,

H. Humphrey, ed., *Zeugma: Interim Reports* (JRASup 51; Portsmouth, R.I.: Journal of Roman Archaeology, 2003), 79—99; Alix Barbet, *Zeugma II: Peintures murales romaines* (Varia Anatolica 17; Istanbul: Institut français d'études anatoliennes — Georges Dumézil, 2005). On paintings from Palestina, see Ehud Netzer, *Die Paläste der Hasmonäer und Herodes' des Großen* (Mainz am Rhein: Philipp von Zabern, 1999), fig. 13a–b (Jericho, Hasmonean palace, second century B.C.E.); fig. 27 (palace of Alexander Jannaeus near Jericho); figs. 48, 57, 64–65 (second and third palace of Herod at Jericho, last decades first century B.C.E.); figs. 104–6, 114–16, 122 (Masada, phases 1 and 2, last decades B.C.E).

70 They are also interpreted with different names, but this is not relevant to my argument. See Downey’s article in this volume.


72 Many bronze statuettes from the Near East have been collected by Louis de Clercq, who bequeathed them to the Musée du Louvre at Paris. A great number of them have round bases with a concave profile like those of the painted figures; for some 45 examples, see volume 1 in André de Ridder, *Les bronzes* (Collection de Clercq 3; 2 vols.; Paris: E. Leroux, 1904–1905); cf. Marie-Odile Jentel, “Aphrodite (in peripheria oriental),” *LIMC* 2.1:154–66. In De Ridder’s second volume from 1905 various other examples can be found (i.e., nos. 228, 286, 290, 296–7, 300–301, 313, 315, 323, 325). De Ridder does not describe the bases in a consistent manner, nor does he always depict them.
by showing the single elements in a clearly readable way. The models he knew were these standard figures. As for the scale, the painted statues of deities are smaller than their worshippers, which, if they were intended as representations of life-size statues, is not in any way realistic. Therefore, we might assume that the painted statues shown here are depictions of small statuettes similar to the real bronze images of gods so frequently found throughout the Roman world. It is thus reasonable to conclude that the soldiers worship at a shrine containing statuettes, although the architectural framework of the shrine is not illustrated in the wall painting in the Temple of Bel. This example, then, illustrates that though the evidence is scarce, the genre of painted statues must have occurred in cities and contexts throughout the Roman world, even in the Roman Near East. It also shows that some of the categories of painted statues found beyond Italy were analogous to those known from the more richly preserved Vesuvian cities.

CONCLUSION

The representations of statues in Roman wall painting were created throughout the Roman realm and differ from real sculptures in that the painters did not (have to) respect the constraints of sculptural arts like material, stance, and weight. Painters played with the medium as they pleased. Because a wider range of possibilities was available (e.g., use of color, freedom from statics, unrestricted display contexts), they could take advantage of this medium and thus expand the repertoire of realistic sculpture infinitely. Simultaneously, painters could explore the appeal of extreme realism — or verism — in the depiction of living figures as statues and statues as living figures. These qualities enhanced their art of painting. Statues on walls, therefore, more often participate in the world of the living, dwelling in the same rooms that these two-dimensional statues adorn, than that of the sculptor's fantasy or even of the imagination of writers evoking statuary.
Fig. 1 — Pompeii: Sarno Baths, room 7-7a, west wall, upper part, architectural structure with caryatids executed in stucco relief.
Fig. 2 Pompeii: Villa of the Mysteries, room 4, Muse with book scroll standing on a pedestal.
Fig. 3 — Herculaneum: The so-called Basilica, Chiron and Achilles.
Fig. 4 — Pompeii: House of the Golden Bracelet, garden room, herm supporting relief with maenad.
Fig. 5 — Pompeii: Hotel of Julia Felix, vestibule 24, The Forum of Pompeii.